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Tämä diplomityö on tehty ABB Drivesille ja tavoittelee luomaan uuden konseptin
nykyiseen tuotteeseen, turvakaskadin. Kaskadit nähdään hyödyllisinä, mutta niiden
implementoinnissa ABB tuotteissa on huomattu vajaavaisuuksia. Tämä työ pyrkii
luomaan konseptin vakaammasta ja tehokkaammasta tuotteesta, joka lisää käyt-
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Preface
I started working as a trainee for ABB Drives product development already the last
year of my bachelor and by the time my master’s thesis became an actuality, I had
gathered a great deal of experience working with ABB products. I had, for a couple
of years, been involved in safety development and mostly building test systems, but
also because of the special knowledge in safety devices, I had become a support
person in-house. This knowledge did not reach the rigorous software development
practices of safety, so the thesis subject was very educational.

The idea for the final subject came to mind during a regular work day, after
partaking in a discussion about work packages for a particular technology project.
The first seed of thought was planted during off-topic discussion about difficulties in
various projects related to safety function sharing between drives with the current
product offering. There had been a push in recent years towards universal integration
to a single Ethernet cable in ABB products, so it was only natural to also start
developing the concept to use the same medium.

Going through standards gave me wide understanding of something that I was
not very knowledgeable of. Software development practices were familiar to me in
theory from lectures, but adding safety to the mix spun the complexity way up while
making the development more standardized and less flexible. Network tracing and
package inspection was something I was doing as my work, to investigate system
malfunctions and failures. Building a packaged concept of a new product was very
interesting and opened my eyes to some new features and functions in safety and
their respective black channel protocols.

I want to thank my thesis advisor Toni Kuikka for having a long temper with
a never ending barrage of questions. I would also like to thank the whole awesome
BusBoys team at ABB Drives for general support and being awesome colleagues. My
supervisor professor Ville Kyrki provided very clear instructions and made my work
easier throughout the project.

Otaniemi, 15.1.2018

Niklas M. K. Peltoniemi
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Symbols and abbreviations

Abbreviations
ADU Application Data Unit
CI Configuration Item
CM Configuration Management
CPF Communication Profile Family
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
DM Documentation Management
DMS Document Management System
EMI Electromagnetic Interference
EUC Equipment Under Control
E/E/PE Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic
FSCP Functional Safety Communication Profile
FSM Functional Safety Management
FSO-21 ABB’s functional safety module
F-PLC Functional Safety PLC
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
ISO International Organization for Standardization
I/O Input/Output
OSI Open Systems Interconnection
PDU Protocol Data Unit
PFD Probability of Failure on Demand
PFH Probability of Failure per Hour
PLC Programmable Logic Controller
RE Requirements Engineering
SCR System Change Request
SIL Safety Integrity Level
SIS Safety Instrumented System
SLS Safely Limited Speed
SN Safety Node
SRS Safety Requirement Specification
STO Safe-Torque Off
UDID Unique Device Identification

Terms
F-Parameter Safety parameters, e.g. destination and source address,

watchdog.
Multidrives Machine entireties built into cabinets including power units,

brakes, inverter modules, and drives.
Safety cascade A network of devices sharing safety functions.
Safe-torque off Safety function, which causes the drive to cut the torque

from the motor axis.



1 Introduction

1.1 What is Functional Safety?
The definition of functional safety is effectively reducing the risk of damage to people’s
health, property or environment by means of receiving and acting upon responses
from the environment or system itself [1, p. 7]. A straight forward example would
be an electric motor with overheating protection. Functional safety is applied if the
motor speed is limited due to input from a sensor measuring temperature inside the
windings. If the motor is protected from overheating simply by insulation, the safety
system is not functional but inherently passive. Safety systems are practically always
comprised of a combination of functional and passive elements, if functional safety is
included.

The level of safety needed is specified by performing a hazard analysis, where
the significant hazards for the system and its intended operating environment are
identified. Recognized risks must be included and documented in the requirements
and design. The need for functional or inherent safety is then determined on the basis
of this analysis. Functional safety is applied in cases where inherent built-in safety is
not sufficient or feasible for reducing the risk of a particular significant hazard.

After nearly every major accident claiming human life or incident involving large
scale damage to property or environment there is a storm in the media and political
theatre questioning how this could have happened, demanding absolute safety for said
system or process involved [11, p. 3]. Realistically however, this is purely idealism and
detached from real world applications, as one can never rid anything from risk entirely.
No material is free from deterioration (corrosion or wear), human from making errors,
or electric signal from electromagnetic disturbance. Software will always have bugs,
and the imperfect engineers will never write perfectly comprehensive code.

A need for safety was recognized in the process industry in the early 1970s when
the storage of hazardous substances in large quantities was acknowledged as unsafe.
In those early days the solution was simply normative documentation to help with
planning of plants. In the mid 70s some large scale accidents led to a realization of
the need to have standardized legislation in safety. Hazard assessments were common
throughout the 80s, and with the Machinery Directive by the EU in 1989, finally a
requirement for documented risk analysis was imposed. The rapid growth of software
in control systems during the 80s created a need to address safety beyond hardware
failures, which finally led to the presentation of a global safety standard by the
International Electrotechnical Commission; IEC 61508. Potential dangerous failure
causes identified by IEC 61508 are: incomplete specification of hardware or software,
neglecting safety requirements, random hardware failures, software bugs, common
cause failures, human error, environmental effects and electrical disturbances [1, p.
8].

A glimpse into the safety critical systems development shows a very conscious
risk management process [11, p. 6]. Based on the hazard analysis a risk assessment
is conducted for each individual case. This includes the probability, prevalence and
severity of human injury or environmental damage. According to the assessment,
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safety levels are set between the lines of tolerable risk and economically reasonable.
High risk of human fatality is naturally treated as catastrophic and should thus earn
the highest safety levels. However, if the probability of a slightly burnt finger is
improbable there is no need to implement high safety levels. This shows that there
is no black and white, but everything is subjective and defining acceptable risk is
important.

Another dimension to the need of safety is processes where availability is crucial.
For example, if down time causes significant economical damage, up time must be
ensured by the means of safety. This approach is not strictly policed by governmental
bodies, so the responsibility is entirely the developer’s to include in the design.

1.2 Background
This thesis considers development of electrical drives at ABB, more specifically, their
networking and sharing of data. Cascades have been useful in the past for linking
drives in close proximity or part of the same machinery entity to each other for easy
safety function sharing. This ensures that the system as a whole will be brought to
a safe stop.

Direct distribution of safety functions is currently implemented through In-
put/Output (I/O) located on the face of a separate safety functions module connected
to the drive’s control unit. Cascades are created through wiring drives fitted with
these modules into a ring. After a safety function is triggered, the message is shared
through the I/O to the next drive, which in turn processes the message and sends it
on to the next device in the ring.

Three different shortcomings have been identified in the current technology: very
limited size of cascades with a maximum of two safety functions each, poor robustness
of the physical medium in terms of electromagnetic interference (EMI) protection,
and high work load during assembly due to complex copper wiring. Solving any single
one of these would bring either significant value to customer or time and economic
savings to the equipment manufacturer.

The limitation to cascade size is due to individual response times in the functional
safety modules (ABB FSO-21). The incoming signal must be processed before
outputting to next drive, which quickly adds up to a large response time when
multiple devices are chained into a series. The worst case maximum time when the
last FSO-21 has activated the safe torque off is 35 ms per each cascaded FSO-21
module. With current offerings the limit of drives in a cascade is six and thus the
worst case response time of the system 210ms.

The FSO-21 is limited to a total of two cascades, with two safety functions each.
This not only reserves the majority of I/O located on the face plate, but also restricts
the usefulness of safety cascading as both number and size of cascades are rather
small.
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1.3 Research questions
The current cascading technology has showed poor robustness and adaptability to
project needs. Number of functions and size of cascade is heavily limited, but there
has not been any research done what is needed to make cascading truly useful for
larger multidrive setups. Based on the needs there are many possible implementation
options to consider and all of these have some useful attributes. To find the best match,
one has to compare the technical properties of the protocols to the requirements
and other deciding factors. The Ethernet based safety cascading function should
be possible to be implemented based on the concept from this work. The following
questions are presented to trace the success of the outcome:

1. What are the in-house requirements for a safety cascading function?

2. Which protocol is the best for implementing a safety cascading function consid-
ering the requirements, in-house competencies and product offerings?

3. How can safety cascading be implemented with the chosen protocol?

To address these questions, section 2 presents the background for functional safety
development. The introduced standards are universal for manufacturers seeking to
bring a functional safety product to market. In addition to regulations, the standards
also introduce useful tools for developers that are helpful in all phases of the project.
They will also be relevant when the concept presented by this thesis enters the
development phase.
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2 Functional Safety Development
As electrical and electronic systems become more popular in safety applications,
the need for standardized and sufficient guidance grow [1, p. 7]. The idea of
international standards setting out a generic approach for safety development practices
strives to rationalize and adopt a consistent technical policy for safety-related system
developers. Safety often consists of many systems relying on technologies like
mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic, electrical, electronic and programmable electronics.
Safety strategies must thus not only consider the individual systems separately, but
the complete process as a whole. Achieving a certain level of safety in the application
or system under development is always the responsibility of the developer, but the
various standards offer a framework for consistent documentation and tools to reach
the desired result.

2.1 Lifecycle Models in Safety Development
Software development for functional safety devices is fundamentally much like man-
aging any other software project. The basics can still be summarized and expressed
through the oldest and most basic software life cycle model, The Waterfall Model
(figure 1). The waterfall, in all its simplicity, shows the basic stages of software
development - starting from the Requirements Engineering (RE) phase, and going
through design, programming, testing, and ending in production and maintenance
phases. All of these are seen as a stand-alone package ending in a review, after which
the phase is seen as finalized and development process is moved to the next one. The
model was later updated to include iterative feedback paths - seen in figure 1 as
dashed lines. After the update it was possible to make changes to previous phases if
need arose. For example change the requirements after new information was acquired
in the design phase, or the programming could be redone after errors were found in
the testing.

While the waterfall model is still used today extensively [15, p. 67], more advanced
models have been introduced and new intuitive ways of working continue to be
developed. The most relevant model to Functional Safety development is considered
to be the V-model (figure 2). The primary idea to this life cycle model is that
the validation and testing phases are closely linked to the requirements engineering
and design. Software development starts from the Requirements Engineering like
any other project, where the foundation of the idea is moulded, but in contrast to
the waterfall, while individual requirements are drafted, corresponding validation
activities and procedures are created for every individual requirement. This should
lead to a situation where when the software requirements specification is ready, every
single requirement is linked to a verification method, thus rendering the software
rigorously transparent. This ensures that in the end the system fulfils all requirements
set for it.

The design is similarly linked to a post-coding phase. As with the validation of
requirements, every new design feature is to have a corresponding test case - no matter
how simple the feature. A test case may be as trivial as manually going through each
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Figure 1: The sequential waterfall model.
[13, p. 304]

Requirements

Engineering

Design

Programming and

Module Testing

Integration and

Testing

System

Validation

Quality Assurance

Actions

Time

Figure 2: The V-Model.
[13, p. 305]

possible menu item and visually verifying their existence. With each feature being
tested one can be certain that testing coverage is extensive and the software will
be robust. Ultimately, the previous actions make the V-model correspond very well
with demands set by safety standards and helps with the traceability, verification
and validation of software.

The international functional safety standard IEC 61508 is fundamentally based
on the V-model and references all development lifecycle actions to it [4, p. 17]. The
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exact model introduced in the standard can be seen in figure 3. The number of phases
in the model varies with the desired safety-integrity level and the complexity of the
project. The standard does state that it is possible to tailor the V-model to suit your
own project, but nevertheless it is seen as the standard model for safety development.
The basic waterfall model is also feasible for safety-development as long as formal
methods required by the standard are incorporated. At safety-integrity level 2 and
above there also needs to be extensive justification for design choices, which limits
the use of the waterfall model.

Figure 3: Software systematic capability and the development lifecycle.
[4, pp. 17]

In recent years there have been extensive efforts to translate safety development
to agile methods [16, p. 23]. These methods have formerly been informal and thus
not sufficient for the required quality of safety-critical systems, but combining formal
methods with agile development can potentially be the key to unlocking agile safety-
critical projects. However, this remains a challenge as researchers are still trying
to find a balance between formal and informal methods, satisfying safety-critical
development requirements while still remaining true to the agile manifesto. The same
steep learning curve that often keeps all but safety-critical development from formal
methods can now be witnessed with the introduction of formal agile development.

2.2 IEC 61508
IEC 61508 is an international standard introduced by the International Electrotech-
nical Commission [14, p. 2]. It aims to define the concept of functional safety
and introduce requirements for said systems in order to ensure safe operation or
predictable failure and improving economic performance. As stated, the IEC 61508
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covers purely functional safety for E/E/PE systems and does not offer guidance for
safety issues in other fields, such as gas, electric shock, working in high altitudes,
or exposure to toxic chemicals. Until the introduction of IEC 61508 in the 1980s,
software controlled safety critical systems were largely prohibited.

The complete standard consists of seven parts, which are divided in normative and
informative entireties [11, p. 16-19]. Parts 1-3 are the main normative body and parts
4-7 provide supportive material in form of examples, guidelines and techniques. The
fourth part is also considered normative as it consists of definitions and abbreviations.
The latter parts are not mandated, but offer a good base for anyone needing examples
to follow. Part 0 is an overview and aims to introduce the concept in general along
with a short walk through of the scope of the standard.
The seven parts are conceptualized in figure 4 and are listed as follows:

Part 0: Functional safety and IEC 61508

Part 1: General requirements

Part 2: Requirements for E/E/PE safety-related systems

Part 3: Software requirements

Part 4: Definitions and abbreviations

Part 5: Examples of methods for the determination of safety integrity levels

Part 6: Guidelines on the application of IEC 61508-2 and IEC 61508-3

Part 7: Overview of measures and techniques [1, p. 12].

There are two general concepts this standard is premised on, the safety lifecycle
and safety integrity levels (SILs) [11, p. 6]. The need for introduction of SILs is
related to the qualitative approach of safety-integrity targets. Before the 1980s, the
targets could be addressed purely quantitatively, as systems were simple in operation
and thus also in modes of failure. These are identified as random hardware failures,
and the predictability of a single component failing can be quantitatively foreseen.
These systems become predictable by the means of repeatability and calculating
single component failure rates together.

Since those early days, the systems have become significantly more complex and
control by the means of software has made failure modes much harder to predict.
These failures are addressed as systematic and cannot be attributed to any specific
component, which means that quantitative methods do not apply. This is where
qualitative attempts to minimize systematic failure occurrence is applied. The
implementation of varied design disciplines according to tolerable risk targets aim at
reaching a safe system overall.

The safety integrity levels are a simplified way of coupling requirements to
predicted failure rates and probabilities of failure on demand. The levels are defined
in Table 1. The reason for two separate columns is the two different approaches to
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Figure 4: Overall framework of the IEC 61508.
[2, p. 11]

the problem of integrity. The right and left hand columns are high and low demand
targets respectively. Probability of Failure per Hour (PFH), or the high demand
target approach, sees the integrity target as a frequent risk. An example of this
would be a light curtain for a human fed machine. Every time the operator closes in
on the apparatus to feed it raw material, the machine must stop and not continue
operation before the surrounding are is clear. This is considered a high and frequent
risk process.

Probability of Failure on Demand (PFD), or the low demand target, conceptualizes
the risk as infrequent. Considering the same operator fed machine as before, the
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Table 1: Safety integrity levels.

Safety Integrity Level PFD PFH

SIL4 ≥ 10−5 to < 10−4 ≥ 10−9 to < 10−8

SIL3 ≥ 10−4 to < 10−3 ≥ 10−8 to < 10−7

SIL2 ≥ 10−3 to < 10−2 ≥ 10−7 to < 10−6

SIL1 ≥ 10−2 to < 10−1 ≥ 10−6 to < 10−5

low demand protection system could be the safe-stop button. It might not need
to be used for years on end, but when there is an emergency and it needs to be
pressed, it is crucial that it works. The low demand introduces a challenge to the
integrity assessment as the rare occurrence does not align with the failure and thus
the device might have broken in between use cases and idling in a failed state. The
PFD combines the failure rate with the down time and tries to assess the failure
probability for any given single demand.

The different levels are achieved by complying to requirements defined for each
spectrum of integrity. SIL 1 is the least stringent in terms of the requirements and
is relatively easily achieved. The second level is not much harder although it does
require more in terms of testing and reviewing, which adds to the cost of the project.
These two lesser levels are very similar in their lifecycle activities. The next two levels
are significantly harder to achieve. SIL 3 introduces requirements for revalidation
after each design change and operator training. Cost and time of project grows
substantially and vendor offering is limited. The last and most rigorous level is SIL 4.
To achieve this highest integrity level, state-of-the-art practices must be applied and
project cost will be extremely high. There is a general consensus that SIL 4 should
be avoided unless specifically demanded. Instead, additional means of protection
should applied in combination with lower integrity levels.

The second fundamental concept in the standard is the safety lifecycle (figure 5).
The model is a simple waterfall process, which shows the sequential steps that need
to be completed and verified to comply with the standard [14, p. 5]. The order can
be changed as long as the requirements of the standard are met. This serves well
modern software development which is often leaning towards iterative processes as the
standard gives some leeway to implementation of alternative development processes.
One thing to bear in mind is that every company has its own development processes
that have been customized and fine tuned to each individual organizations way of
working and product line. The IEC 61508 waterfall model is simply an elementary
and systematic way of presenting the process requirements for safety development.
When starting out, the standard model will offer a solid base to work off from and
later when customized lifecycle models are used it is a valuable checklist-like support
document.
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2.2.1 System Integrator Lifecycle

The safety lifecycle starts with introduction of the concept (figure 5, box 1). This
requirement demands a sufficient development of understanding of the EUC (equip-
ment under control) and its intended physical environment of use. Likely sources
and information of hazards and harmful events should be well thought out and
documented, and understanding of safety regulations shall be obtained. Overall
scope definition (figure 5, box 2) is effectively finding the boundaries of the EUC
and control system from the domain modeling view and specifying the scope of
hazard and risk analysis. The boundaries should be defined to include the whole
system including operators. The equipment and systems affected by the predicted
hazards and the respective type of failure modes are documented.

Figure 5: Overall safety lifecycle.
[2, p. 18]
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Hazard and risk analysis (figure 5, box 3) requires the hazards to be mapped
for all reasonably foreseeable events, including user error, and sequences leading up
to them. This phase includes conscious effort to eliminate or reduce said hazards.
All events and security hazards including likelihoods and consequences must be
documented and maintained throughout the overall safety lifecycle. Overall safety
requirements (figure 5, box 4) demands the specification of overall safety functions
and integrity requirements to achieve the required functional safety. Based on the
previously identified hazards and risks, vulnerability analysis and safety requirements
shall be conducted and specified to assure the risk reduction to meet tolerable risk
levels.

A natural transition from the safety requirements is theOverall safety require-
ments allocation (figure 5, box 5) phase, where the individual requirements are
allocated to either a E/E/PE safety-related system or other risk reduction measures.
E/E/PE allocated requirements are mapped to target failure measures and safety
integrity levels for each individual function. Every overall safety function must meet
the tolerable risk targets. If not met, the steps leading this far will be repeated itera-
tively until all targets are within tolerable levels. All functions related to E/E/PE
systems will be allocated to safety integrity requirements with appropriate techniques
and integrity levels specified. All information, assumptions and justifications must
be documented.

The first phase of planning, Overall operation and maintenance planning
(figure 5, box 6), builds a plan for operating and maintaining the E/E/PE system
to secure the required functional safety. The plan includes actions and constraints
for maintenance and operation, documentation showing results of safety audits
and tests, including any incidents with said system, and actions to be taken in
hazardous events. Second part, Overall safety validation planning (figure 5,
box 7) introduces, as the name suggests, a plan for safety validation. This includes
when and who shall carry out the validation, relevant EUC operation modes (start-up,
automatic/manual, steady state, shut down, etc.), a technical strategy with measures
and techniques used, and the pass/fail criteria. The last overall planning phase,
Overall installation and commissioning planning (figure 5, box 8), includes
developing installation and commissioning plans for E/E/PE safety-related systems
to ensure functional safety. The former plan consists of schedules, responsible persons,
installation procedures, integration sequences and failure resolution, and latter of
commissioning schedules and person in charge, along with relationships to installation
validation. All planning shall be documented.

E/E/PE system safety requirements specification (figure 5, box 9) de-
fines the safety requirements regarding functions and integrity requirements to achieve
the required functional safety. This describes all the safety functions in detail and
documentation will include clear and precise specifications for the developer. The
next part, E/E/PE safety-related systems - realization (figure 5, box 10),
creates a system conforming to the previously specified requirements. Other risk
reduction measures - specification and realization (figure 5, box 11) aims to
do the same as in boxes 9 and 10, but for risks identified as non-E/E/PE related.
This part is not covered in IEC 61508, and is for that reason marked as white in the
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life cycle model.
After the requirement and planning activities, the installation and commission-

ing phases start. Overall installation and commissioning (figure 5, box 12)
realizes the installation and commissioning from the planning. Documentation of ac-
tivities and the resolution of failures with references to reports is conducted. Overall
safety validation (figure 5, box 13) checks that the system conforms to the overall
safety requirements in terms of safety functions and integrity, including all allocations
developed in phase 5. Validation will follow the planning and is documented to
include activities in chronological form, validated functions, equipment involved,
results, and any occurred irregularities.

All the previous steps have now led to a safety system being developed and
commissioned. The remaining steps are operation, maintenance and repair, and
decommissioning related. Overall operation, maintenance and repair (figure
5, box 14) seeks to ensure that the safety-system will be maintained properly and
requirements are passed onto the bodies responsible for future operation. A plan will
be drafted including maintenance and audit schedules along with technical reports
from conducted work. Overall modification and retrofit (figure 5, box 15) is
concerned with any modifications done to the system after commissioning. Plans for
implementation are again made, which are attached to a formal request-to-modify
to the management responsible for the functional safety. An assessment on what
sections of the safety life cycle are affected is made and during the implementation of
modifications or retrofit the respective parts revalidated to ensure sufficient functional
safety.

Lastly, every system will eventually be taken out of use. TheDecommissioning
or disposal (figure 5, box 16) is a natural ending to the life cycle and being a
safety-related system, this needs to be regulated to ensure that the EUC’s entire life
cycle is supervised and controlled. Same as for modifying the system, an impact
analysis must be prepared in regards to any functional safety related parts in the
E/E/PE system. Based on this analysis, an authorized body will grant the permission
to decommission while documenting each step chronologically.

2.2.2 Product Development Lifecycle

Whereas Part 1 of IEC 61508 is concerned of the development of the safety-related
system as a whole, parts 2 and 3 are aimed towards the realization of hardware
and software of said safety system. This is conveniently summed up as E/E/PE
safety-related systems - realization (figure 5, box 10) in the overall safety
lifecycle and is left ambiguous, only to be clarified in later parts of the standard that
are aimed more towards equipment manufacturers.

The realization phase hides actions presented in figures 6 and 7. These are actions
pure system integrators are rarely concerned with and are thus hidden from the
overall lifecycle presentation. OEM’s, and anyone writing software, on the other hand
are bound to this part of the standard and must adhere to the detailed development
rules of the standard.
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Figure 6: E/E/PE system safety lifecycle (in realization phase).
[4, p. 16]

Figure 7: Software safety lifecycle (in realization phase).
[4, p. 16]

The third part of the standard introduces a few additional requirements to
management of safety-related software. Firstly, the functional safety planning must
define the strategy for software procurement, development, integration, verification,
validation and modification. This shall be according to the safety integrity level of
the safety functions. The software configuration management should also provide
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administrative and technical means of supervision to govern the whole safety lifecycle,
ensure that all measures are taken and the level of capability is reached, apply
change-control actions, show that proper software implementation tools are used,
and maintain detailed documentation throughout the lifecycle.

The seventh clause in part 3 introduces the software safety lifecycle requirements.
The general requirements are:

– Safety planning has to specify a safety lifecycle model according to the man-
agement of functional safety.

– The lifecycle model may be any, as long as it follows the objectives and
requirements.

– The decision and possible customization of the lifecycle model shall be justified
from the functional safety point-of-view.

– All phases of the safety lifecycle must have straightforward definitions with
inputs and outputs.

– Quality and safety assurance must be integrated into the lifecycle.

– Appropriate techniques and measures shall be used for each phase (The standard
offers recommendations in parts 6 and 7).

– All results must be documented.

– If modifications are made, impact analysis must be performed to identify
impacted modules and determine which lifecycle activities must be repeated.

In addition, the boxes in figures 6 and 7 are bound to additional objectives and
requirements subclauses. Software safety requirements specification (figure
7, box 10.1) seeks to lay down the requirements for safety functions and systematic
capability in safety-related software, and to clarify the requirements for each E/E/PE
related system to implement the safety functions and to reach the necessary safety
integrity level. These requirements are closely related to the E/E/PE safety-related
system requirements introduced in the second part of the standard. If the software
is already covered there, it is not necessary to include a separate safety requirement
specification in this phase. The information must be available to the developer and
he shall make sure that the requirements are properly specified. The documentation
must clearly separate and identify the safety functions from the non-safety, but only
specify the safety requirements of the product, not the project, as this is covered in
the safety planning in the overall safety lifecycle. This phase requires input from
the previously created requirements specifications developed during the allocation in
overall lifecycle duties and E/E/PE specification.

Validation plan for software aspects of system safety (figure 7, box
10.2) aims to develop a validation plan for the software parts of the safety system.
It will consist of procedural and technical steps to demonstrate that the software
satisfies the requirements. The plan shall include details on who, when and where will
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perform the validation, identification of operation modes and safety-related software,
technical strategy of validation, pass/fail criteria, and offer a rationale for the chosen
strategy. To be able to craft a validation plan, the software safety requirements
specification needs to be finished.

Software design and development (figure 7, box 10.3) is the most compre-
hensive of the phases. This includes objectives and requirements for the architecture,
support tools and programming languages, detailed design and development, detailed
code implementation, software module testing, and software integration testing. It
strives to create a software architecture that fulfils the safety requirements with
respect to the desired safety integrity level and demands of the hardware architecture.
Responsibilities may be divided amongst multiple parties, but the division has to be
documented during the safety planning. A detailed architecture design has to be
established by the software manufacturer and no changes can be made unless signed
off by the developer. Required preconditions for software architecture design are
software safety requirement specification and hardware architecture design.

The support tools and programming languages requirements are mostly related
to the online and offline tools selected for the development activities. The tools
shall be a coherent part of the development and all choices justifiable, validated and
documented. The fourth part of the standard offers examples of such tools. The
programming language must be standardised and exhibit good programming practices,
code understandability, ease of verification and testing, and introduce source code
documentation practices. Like other phases, prerequisites include software safety
requirements specification and architecture design.

Detailed design and development is divided into system and individual software
module design. The objective is to design software that fulfils the requirements
to reach the desired safety integrity level. This, same as architecture design, can
have divided responsibilities as long as it is documented during safety planning.
Information needed before detailed design can be started are requirements for the
E/E/PE safety-related system, software architecture design, and a validation plan
for the software aspects. The system design has to be completed before starting
with the individual module design. Based on the architecture, each subsystem must
be refined into software modules and the design and verification of said modules
specified. Integration tests of modules must be developed to ensure software safety
requirements specification and desired safety integrity levels.

Objectives of detailed code implementation are largely similar to the design and
development, and is the logical implementation phase after the design. Requirements
include demand that each software module shall be reviewed as verification and
ensuring that in case of automatic tools or reuse of code, previous requirements are
met.

Software module testing is taking place to verify that the requirements of safety
software have been fulfilled and ensure that each module is performing its function
and nothing extra. Each module must be tested according to the software module
test specification created during the software system design. Testing must prove that
all modules work as intended and does not perform any unintended functions. After
module testing software integration testing is carried out. These tests are already
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specified during the design and development phase and they shall prove that the
system works as intended as a whole and that subsystems interact correctly with
each other. All actions and results are documented including whether the tests are
passed or failed and possible corrective actions.

During the Programmable electronics integration (figure 7, box 10.4) phase
the software is combined with the hardware to ensure compatibility and meeting of
requirements to reach the planned safety integrity level. The integration tests have
been specified already during the design and development, and thus this phase is
only carrying out preplanned verification actions. The test specification will separate
between merging of software onto the target programmable electronic hardware,
interface integration onto target PE, and applying the system to the EUC.

Software operation and maintenance (figure 7, box 10.5) procedures are
specified to ensure proper maintenance and correct operation. The requirements
for modification are specified in the second, hardware design part of the standard
as software is not seen as capable to be maintained, but only modified. However,
the software modification is separately specified to guide corrections, enhancements
and adaptations to already validated software. Any modifications made must be
accepted by an authorized body commenced by a modification request. Hazard and
risk analysis’ shall be carried out and impact analysis results obtained.

Last step in the software development lifecycle is Software aspects of system
safety validation (figure 7, box 10.6), which is concerned with making sure that
the software safety requirements specification is complied to and the desired safety
integrity level is reached. Validation procedures shall be documented along with all
results.

2.3 Documentation Management
An important part of a safety project is documentation management (DM). It is a
separate process from the product development and requirements presented in IEC
61508 must be complied in order to reach desired integrity level [14, p. 15]. The
tools presented here are considered best practices and not all are required to reach
high safety integrity levels.

Objective for the documentation is simply to include and present the information
necessary for successful completion of all phases in the safety lifecycle. It exists
also so effective management of functional safety, verification and functional safety
assessment can take place.

The requirements for documentation in IEC 61508 are the following:

– Documentation shall be detailed enough for each phase in the lifecycle to
enable effective execution of later activities including verification. ("Sufficient"
is dependent on complexity and size of said E/E/PE system.)

– Documentation must be sufficient to perform functional safety management
effectively. (See 2.5)
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– The information must be according to the requirements in standard, or con-
vincingly justified if it differs.

– Responsible respective bodies must be granted access to the documentation.

– Documentation should be accurate, understandable, purposeful, accessible and
maintainable.

– Titles shall be informative and indexing should ease location of information.

– Company practices may be implemented in the documentation.

– Documents must have revision indexing.

– Documentation must be revised and approved systematically. [2, p. 13-14]

It is a common practice to have a Document Management System (DMS), which
stores all electronic and paper documents with version history and mutual exclusivity
in editing [14, p. 15]. Additionally, the ability to present the document structure
in various ways, performing keyword searches, archiving to a backup site, tracking
approvals, and setting security restrictions are valuable tools when choosing a DMS.

The system will ideally store all documents electronically with unique document
numbers, names and types, which states the document affiliation. This could be
for example Safety Requirement Specification (SRS), Safety Validation Plan, Safety
Manual, or Code Review Report. All documents should be created from a common
template to ease readability and be assigned to a project and/or product to help
traceability. The document will also benefit from presentation of information in both
graphical and natural language.

After the creation of a document it will undergo a review. The DMS will make it
possible for everyone to individually review the document, or it can be reviewed in a
meeting with all responsible parties involved. When approved by everyone, it will be
marked as such in the DMS. If not approved, feedback will be sent to the document
composer who will apply the changes and send the new revision for an additional
review round. This process is repeated until the document is approved.

2.4 Configuration Management
In essence, Configuration Management (CM) aims to ensure consistency throughout
the development [5, p. 101]. It requires documenting every version of deliverables
and the relationships between different versions of different deliverables. The final
documentation allows thus to assess the consequences to other parts when one part
is changed. This technique is used over the whole lifecycle of the project and allows
to build the product in a reliable and repeatable way.

The requirements for software configuration management in IEC 61508 are the
following:
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– Ensure satisfaction of specified requirements for safety-related software by
managing software changes by means of applying administrative and technical
controls throughout the safety lifecycle

– The configuration management shall guarantee successful completion of all
necessary operations to demonstrate required systematic capability.

– It must manage accurately all items which are essential to meeting the safety
integrity requirements.

– Change-control procedures must be applied to prevent unauthorized mod-
ifications, perform impact analysis of changes, document details, establish
configuration baselines and the documentation of integration testing, and
guarantee baseline composition and building.

– Appropriate implementation methods of software elements and data must be
ensured.

– Document essential information to permit a subsequent functional safety audit.

– Formally document the release of safety-related software. [4, p. 13-14]

When tailoring Configuration Management for your organization, there are two
attributes that influence the process more than any other: organization size and
structure, and product complexity [14, p. 23]. Policies for small teams working from
the same address are very different from large scale international teams working in
many locations around the globe. Similarly, the process is different for products
incorporating only one processor compared to products with hundreds of processors.
The bottom line still is to always cohere with the requirements in IEC 61508.

The Configuration Management process starts with configuration identification,
in which items that are to be placed under configuration control are identified.
Configuration Items (CI) may include but are not limited to: requirements, source
code, tools, schematic drawings, etc. The items are then documented along with
their hierarchy and grouped into different levels. Identifying all items and grouping
them may not be possible when starting out, but these can be added later on, which
leads to a dynamic process.

After CIs are identified, a baseline must be established before subjecting it to
change control. A baseline is a formally reviewed and agreed specification that serves
as a basis for further development. Changes can only be made by an official change
control procedure. Each product will have four baselines: Requirements. Design,
Integration and Release Baseline.

After a baseline is set, changes are only possible through the change control,
meaning that any and all changes made must be reviewed and approved. This is
initiated with a change request electronically through a System Change Request
(SCR) service. This service is used to store and track all change requests. The
submitted request will in addition to common information about the submitter and
product, also include status, severity, priority, and impact analysis information. The
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author of the new request fills in basic information after which the SCR will change
its status, begin a review round to the responsible bodies and finally be verified.

The Configuration Management of a project will be presented in a Documentation
Management Plan (DM Plan). The CM Plan can be stand alone or a part of
the Functional Safety Management plan. The plan will introduce and define tools,
procedures and activities to be used and done. The CM Plan should be composed
right after the requirements are completed.

2.5 Functional Safety Management
Functional Safety Management (FSM) is effectively the project management of safety-
related development work [14, p. 35]. The two main objectives of FSM is establishing
the management and technical aspects of the project as well as introducing the
responsible bodies for each part.

A functional safety management plan should be composed for all safety-related
projects to document the activities. This serves as a development plan and presents
all activities that are to be carried out to reach sufficient functional safety. All FSM
plans should be created from a template to ensure constant quality and traceability.
The template will help the creator to include all relevant information and offer solid
advise on activities in the for of guidelines.

The requirements for management of functional safety in IEC 61508 are the
following:

– The organization responsible for the functional safety development must appoint
persons responsible for each stage of the project.

– Strategy to reach the predetermined level of functional safety must be specified
and the assessment of reached level together with the means of communication
within the organization shall be presented.

– Any parties that are involved in activities during the project shall be identified
and their responsibilities clearly presented to them.

– Definitions of what information will be communicated between which parties
and how are to be drafted.

– Tools must be developed to enable quick and effective resolution of recommended
actions based on activities such as analysis’, assessments, verification, validation
and reports.

– Methods to identify if all hazardous events are analyzed and dealt with shall
be put into place.

– Draft periodic functional safety audit scheduling.

– Processes for change-control shall be developed.

– Accurate reporting on hazards and safety functions must be kept.
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– Configuration management for safety lifecycle phases shall be crafted

– Training for emergency services shall be provided.

– All parties involved in the development of functional safety must be proven to
have sufficient knowledge of the task they are responsible of. [2, p. 14-17]

There are three ways to approach the documentation of the FSM plan. If the
functional safety process is specific, there is some justification for the procedures to be
standalone from the standard development process to better serve the safety project.
In case the safety is closely integrated with the standard process, the functional
safety is commonly also included in the standard process. If there is no safety specific
processes or the standard does not include safety steps, the standard process can be
followed with the exception of some extra steps defined in the FSM plan.

The first option allows effective development by keeping the processes separate and
enabling new processes to be created without effecting existing ones. However, this
leads to duplicate documentation in some amounts and the downside is the difficulty
to keep both records updated. It might be that the other document is updated and
other is forgotten about, which leads to differences in project documentation. The
latter two options must clearly state which parts are according to IEC 61508. The
last option allows vast customization of the project and is often the choice of large
organizations who have a very stable standard process already in place. This allows
them to add additional steps by means of a FSM plan to their old processes and not
upset the tried and true ways of working.

2.5.1 Roles

The FSM plan will present the different roles in the functional safety project [14, p.
37]. There is no restriction to how many roles one person can have, as long as he
shows sufficient knowledge and is able to handle all roles appointed to him efficiently.
Appointing multiple roles for one person is especially popular in smaller projects.

The project manager is responsible for managing the project. He is the one
conducting the market and customer research in terms of requirements, guidelines,
expected sales and demands. Maintenance throughout the products lifetime is also
on his shoulders. He also has some shared duties with the development manager.
These are roles that often are given to the same person. Their responsibilities include:
establishing the plans, getting senior management’s approval and seeing to that the
plans are carried out during development. The project manager also supervises that
correct FSM procedures are used along with change-control and that only authorized
changes are approved. The development manager releases the official FSM plan.

The system safety architect is the responsible architect for safety concepts. Func-
tional safety coordinator is responsible for the coordination of verification and valida-
tion of functional safety. He acts as aa in-house auditor and supports the development
team. This role confirms that the basic and functional safety requirements are met
before release. Quality management supervises the quality in the organization. This
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means that he creates the procedures and enforces them widely, not necessary only
in a single project.

Other roles are team test leader, who is responsible for test plans and the execution
of them, and the internal reviewers, who proof read documents. There are also a
couple of roles that are more effectively performed as a group. These are formal
product release board, a panel formed by senior managers and developers, and change
control board, a group responsible for reviewing change-control requests.

2.6 IEC 61511
IEC 61511 is another international standard by the International Electrotechnical
Commission. This document is mainly aimed at the process industry sector and
serves as their implementation of the IEC 61508 [11, p. 145]. The first version was
published in 2003, and a revised edition 2 in 2016. The standard consist of three
parts:

Part 1: The normative standard

Part 2: Informative guidance for part 1

Part 3: Informative guidance on risk and hazard analysis

The first part of the standard covers the management of functional safety, hazard
and risk analysis, and SIS design all the way to decommissioning. This is purely
aimed at SIS system level designers and process industry integrators and users.
OEM’s and anyone striving to reach SIL 4 are referred back to IEC 61508. Part two
is again a tool for guidance and complements part one with paragraph-by-paragraph
instructions. The last and third part is a more detailed guide on how to target SIL’s
and offers appendixes with both qualitative and quantitative methods.

While IEC 61508 covers the development of SIS, IEC 61511 is purely integration
level and is thus only concerned with the system on a higher level. The design and
development covered in part 2 and 3 of the IEC 61508 are drastically simplified and
hardware design requirements have been cut from detailed to rough, for example
demanding some form of justified manual safety that bypasses the logic solver.
Software requirements are restricted to application software using either limited
variability languages or fixed programs. If in any need of more detailed information,
wanting higher integrity than level 3, or requiring full variability languages, the user
is referred back to the IEC 61508.
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Figure 8: IEC 61511 in relation to IEC 61508.
[11, p. 147]

The life cycle management is to a large extent the same as in IEC 61508 and is
required to be included in the project’s quality and safety plan. Each phase of the
cycle should be verified for adequate output based on the stated requirements, review,
inspection and testing coverage of outputs, and compatibility between outputs of
phases. Also, any data created should be correct, performance of installed safety-
related system must be compared and according to those assumed in the design
phase, and the actual demand rate must be compared to the original assessment.
Same as IEC 61508, if any changes are made that affect earlier phases, that phase
along with any following phases must be re-verified.

The competence of everyone involved with any part of the SIS life cycle must
be managed and well documented. This includes the knowledge of technologies and
functional safety in general. An assessment team is gathered and shall perform
assessments after the hazard and risk analysis, design of the safety-related system,
installation and development of operational or maintenance actions, gaining oper-
ational or maintenance experience, and any changes made to the plant or safety
systems. The assessment team should ideally include at least one senior person who
is not involved in the design.

The IEC 61511 goes on with introducing requirements involving specification,
design and development, integration and testing, validation, modifications, installa-
tion and commissioning, and operations and maintenance. It also provides useful
templates to have a checklist of performed and still to be done items. These subjects
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are largely similar to IEC 61508 and will thus not be discussed in this thesis to avoid
repetition from earlier chapters.
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3 Requirements Engineering
Focus towards requirement engineering (RE) has grown considerably since the
beginning of software development [13, p. 197]. In software projects today, it is not
uncommon to use as much time for RE activities than the actual code development
phase. Requirements engineering is done to clarify the objectives, functionality
and constraints of the project and helps to verbalize and introduce them to a more
understandable form. The final goal of RE is to compose a document, that can be
referred to by anyone involved with the project. That is why it is important that the
items in the document are clear and ambiguous for nontechnical, as well as technical
personnel.

Requirements for the safety cascading function are divided into technical and
application specific. The technical requirements are formal, in that they are set by
the limitations of safety protocols and must be satisfied for the technology to be
possible. The application requirements are more informal and represent requirements
set by customer and product portfolio needs. The more accurately these are fulfilled,
the better value the final product will bring.

3.1 Non-safety protocol requirements
With functional safety protocols, there has to be a base protocol to which the safety
layer is added to. Even though the non-safety protocols function according to the
black channel principle [7, p. 13], the top layer creates requirements for the base
fieldbus protocol both from the safety, as well as from the product functionality
point-of-view. The following are the minimum non-safety protocol requirements for
the safety cascading function considering the two options:

1. The fieldbus must support individual addressing.

2. 8 bytes of payload shall be reserved for safety.

3. Black channel must support fault correction actions.

4. The fieldbus protocol must support cyclic communication.

5. The fieldbus protocol must support acyclic communication.

The individual addresses are needed for addressing devices and tracing packets. All
of our protocol options are Ethernet based and thus satisfy the address requirement,
but for different reasons. One of the protocols follows the basic Ethernet frame
addressing, while the other two are application specific. The safety protocol will
have its own addressing, but the black channel still needs functioning traffic. The
second requirement states that the non-safety protocol must have space for the safety
frame holding 8 bytes of payload data. The actual size of the safety PDU may be
significantly larger and depends on the protocol design.

The third requirement is fault correction properties, which are more important
during the initialization phase. This is for start of Ethernet communication purposes
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and will be largely disabled for the main safety communication. Safety will not have
fault correction with some exceptions, because it must trip on faults bringing the
system to a fail-safe state. The exception being it may have fault recovery at any
SIL, but it has to be limited to a number of retries and must adhere to the safety
response time set to the system [4, p. 49]. Practically this means the system can
re-try sending a packet if there is a checksum error, but if this does not resolve the
fault, the system must be brought safely to a stop.

The last two requirements are cyclic and acyclic communication. Cyclic com-
munication is the basic means of packet transfer within the system. Clock and
timer bound messages enable the use of watchdogs, toggle bits, cyclic redundancy
checks, and other safety related measures for the ensuring of correctness. Acyclic
messages allow pinpointed requests to individual devices, where an action is required
on demand from one specific device, this includes start-up and parametrization.

3.2 Application requirements
The requirements this far are for the basic communication layer set by the safety
protocol. The following are application requirements, representing goals that bring
maximum value for the product. As meetings were held with two different drives units,
if there was overlapping requirements, the more stringent requirement is presented.

1. There should be a possibility to have 200 devices in a safety cascade.

2. A device may be used in multiple cascading groups simultaneously.

3. Safety cascading option should not add any expenses to the base configuration.

4. Safety cascading should not hinder or limit other communication, e.g. PROFINET
communication to higher level control systems should work in parallel.

5. Safe-torque off should be distributed to all devices in a safety cascade in no
more than 200ms.

6. Multidrives applications should allow the power, brake and inverter modules
to be linked by a safety cascade allowing the DC-rail to be made dead when
STO is distributed.

7. “Not Running” status should be transferred as SIL3.

The first requirement is that the minimum size of a safety cascade should not
be smaller than 200 devices. The number represents the unique needs of multidrive
applications, where multiple drives are installed into a larger cabinet. These drives
are then linked together inside the cabinet to share safety functions, but it would
be beneficial to also link together cabinets throughout the factory. The second
requirement states that a device should be configurable to belong to multiple cascades
simultaneously. This enables systems where a drive will share a plant wide safe-torque
off (STO) cascade, and a smaller, machine entity function like safely limited speed
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(SLS) with nearby devices. Third requirement is a business one, where the cascading
option should not add any additional expenses to the product. This cuts down
project cost and allows for cheaper products to end customers.

The fourth in-house requirement is that the cascades should not influence other
communication networks in any way. Example here being that you can run a PLC
controlled PROFIsafe network parallel to a PROFIsafe operated safety cascade
without any disturbances between the networks. The fifth requirement states that
STO should be distributed cascade wide in 200ms. This is significantly less than
the requirement made by the standard, which is 500ms. The sixth requirement is a
multidrive specific one: power, brake and inverter modules should be linked in the
cascade. Multidrives applications have integrated modules like power units, brakes
and inverters, which all are fed centrally. Sharing safety functions within the cabinet
to all of the individual modules will allow for more seamless collaboration between
cabinet parts, thus improving efficiency and safety. The eighth, and last, request
was that a certain ABB drive specific signal value should be implemented into the
safety frame. It also states that the safety cascading should be implemented to safety
integrity level 3 standards.
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4 Protocols
A safety protocol will need an application layer protocol to attach the safety frame onto.
This means that for our options under consideration we need a TCP/IP based protocol
to send data packets over Ethernet. To understand how these protocols function,
we need to take a look at the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) communication
model (see figure 9). This model was introduced by the ISO to standardize function
distribution in communication systems.

Figure 9: ISO/OSI.
[25, p. 7]

The model presents the structural design for communication systems from the
physical layer to the UI interacting with the user. The idea is that the lower
layer provides a base for the higher layer to add functionality onto. The data
packet transmitter starts from the top layer, transferring the data to the next layer
subsequently until the physical layer transfers the data. For the receiver a reversed
process takes place.

On the bottom of the model there is the physical layer, which literally means
the cabling and transferring of raw bit stream and all data by the higher layers [24].
The data link layer introduces error-free transfer of data for higher layers by creating
logical links between nodes. It allows frame traffic control, sequencing, error checking,
acknowledgement, limiting and access management. Network layer provides frame
routing and management of subnets. It also translates logical addresses to physical
addresses.

The transport layer provides the higher layers a reliable end-to-end message
delivery and keeps track of message streams. Session layer establishes communication
between devices using the same application protocol, this includes communication
establishment, maintenance and termination - a session. Presentation layer interprets
the session data and acts as a two-way translator between the raw data and the
application. This means translation for example to ASCII characters or data conver-
sion to integers for the application to present. Similarly it processes the application
data and compresses and encrypts it for the sending station. Application layer is the
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closest one to the user and the one most people are best familiar with along with
the obvious cabling in the physical layer. This is the part of a system that presents
information on the screen, allows tinkering with system settings, changing values
and writing code.

The standard Ethernet packet is shown in figure 10. This frame corresponds to
the data link layer in the OSI model with all higher layers integrated into the data
field. The Ethernet frame consists of target and source addresses, ensuring each
message is sent to the correct recipient along with sender information, type, specifying
the subsequent content of the message, data field, including all application data from
higher layers and checksum, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) for corruption of data.
Outside of the standard Ethernet packet there is also a preamble, which works as a
synchronizer.

Figure 10: Ethernet frame format.
[25, p. 26]

There are key differences in requirements posed by industrial and commercial
Ethernet [20]. The main challenges concerning industrial environments are related
to communication, processes, environment and hardware. Industrial systems rely
heavily on real-time control of field devices. This two-way communication works by
way of handshakes where each message is accounted for and reacted to, leaving the
sender awaiting confirmation. Without real-time messaging many processes relying
on exact time sensitive control would end up destroying the manufactured product.
A standard Ethernet frame already has a frame error check sequence and the network
and transportation layers ensure we are communicating with the right device with
the correct terms. However, this is insufficient in industrial applications and there is
additional measures needed to ensure safe operation. Table 2 shows on the left hand
side possible communication errors that can lead to messages being delayed, incorrect,
or lost altogether. The general measures used to battle these errors are listed on
the top part of the table. These are implemented in different safety protocols in
various ways, but the basic principle remains the same in all. Safety protocols are
an additional processing step to catch any errors in message corruption, repetition,
order, timing, or addressing. There is also another level to safety with redundant
processing of code and special functions, but on the communication level safety
protocols act as a correctness verifier.
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Table 2: Overview of effectiveness of measures to errors [7, p. 30]
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Corruption x x x
Unintended repetition x x x
Incorrect sequence x x x
Loss x x x
Unacceptable delay x x
Insertion x x x x x
Masquerade x x x
Addressing x

PROFINET, MODBUS and EtherCAT have three different approaches to Ether-
net communication. While MODBUS follows the OSI model very closely, PROFINET
establishes its Real-Time channel directly into the data link layer. Whereas the
two former protocols are point-to-point communication, EtherCAT communication
sends a frame down the line which is processed by each slave on the same com-
munication cycle. In the following subsections we take a closer look at the three
industrial Ethernet networks and the options for safety protocols that are considered
for the safety cascading over Ethernet function. PROFIsafe will be considered with
PROFINET as black channel, openSAFETY with MODBUS and EtherCAT with
Safety-over-EtherCAT.

4.1 PROFINET & PROFIsafe
PROFINET is an Ethernet based standard for high-speed automation networks
supported by PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI) [17, p. 2]. PROFINET
aims at providing manufacturers with integrated diagnostics and alarm functions to
optimize commissioning and maintenance times, along with direct access via TCP/IP
to transfer quality assurance data and traceability information (standard data in
figure 11) parallel to IO communication. Proprietary technology named Isochronous
Real Time (IRT) allows cycle times of 31.25 µs with the help of prioritization of
Ethernet message frames. The device model is based on the same principle as serial
communication fieldbus PROFIBUS DP, which helps developers implement older
serial communication systems to Ethernet network. PROFINET is based on switched
Ethernet technology and point-to-point connection enables building of any desired
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topology, including line, bus, ring, star, tree, and any mixture of the previous.

Figure 11: PROFINET Stack.
[17, p. 3]

PROFINET also offers additional integrated functionalities. Media Redundancy
Protocol (MRP) enables higher system availability with dual direction communication
in ring topology. If the line is cut between devices, the communication will resume
using the secondary branch. This prevents standstills in field device failure situations
and allows maintenance work to be done to field devices while the rest of the network
is operational.

4.1.1 IEC 61784-3-3 PROFIsafe

Part 3-3 of the IEC 61784 standard introduces the Functional Safety Communication
Profile (FSCP) 3/1 [8, p. 28]. FSCP 3/1 is commercially known as PROFIsafe and
is based on the Communication Profile Family (CPF) 3, also known as PROFIBUS
and PROFINET.

As PROFIsafe is based on PROFIBUS & PROFINET International (PI) products,
it is only suitable to run on networks introduced by CPF 3. Much like the base
protocol it is transferred on then, PROFIsafe uses the master-slave communication
method for transmission of safety telegrams [26, p. 30]. The master is called "F-Host"
and uses cyclic communication to transfer safety-relevant data to the slaves, or
"F-Devices". The messages between the F-Host and F-Devices are called "Safety
PDUs" (Protocol Data Unit) and can be either slim (up to 12 bytes) or long (up
to 123 bytes) with different CRC calculations applied depending on which length
is used. PROFIsafe uses consecutive monitoring numbers for safety telegrams to
determine right sequence and a watchdog is applied to monitor tolerance times,
which is reset after each successful transfer of safety PDU. Addressing is handled via
"F-Parameters", which introduce unique identifiers for the F-Host and each F-Device.
Table 3 shows the deployed measures in relation to which possible messaging errors
are covered with each operation. These measures shall be processed and monitored
within one safety unit.
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Table 3: Deployed measures to master errors in PROFIsafe [8, p. 32]
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Out-of-sequence x
Loop-back of messages x

The functional requirements for PROFIsafe state that it shall have independent
safety communication from the standard communication while still using the same
channel [8, p. 31]. This is known as the black channel principle, where the safety sees
the non-safety data as a black box and simply attaches the safety stack to the message
without caring about the normal communication of the network. PROFIsafe shall
also be suitable to SIL 3 and PL e and use a single channel communication system,
with only availability as an excuse for redundancy. Only end devices may implement
the safety transmission and the relationship between the F-Devices and F-host must
be 1:1 with monitored transmission duration times. Other requirements include
adherence to general automation requirements stated in standards, transmission
equipment must remain unmodified and safety functions shall be above OSI layer 7,
all according to the black channel principle. Safety communication must not restrict
permitted number of devices.

FSCP 3/1 communication comprises of a standard transmission system and an
additional safety transmission protocol on top of it [8, p. 32]. The standard system
is composed of the entire hardware and related protocol functions. As stated in
the functional requirements, the safety and standard applications share the same
CPF 3 communication system, where the safety constitutes all measures to catch
possible faults and hazards that may emerge in the standard transmission system
and keep the fault probability under acceptable limits. Examples of such faults are
random malfunctions, including EMC interference, hardware failures, and systematic
component malfunctions. While the CPF 3 may use open channel services via
TCP/IP or UDP, cyclic safety is limited to the real-time channels RT and IRT.

Figure 12 shows the structure of a safety PDU encapsulating the safety I/O data.
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The CP 3 message may contain many safety PDUs in between non safety PDUs. The
minimum size an F-Host must support is 4 octets, of which 1 octet is status/control
byte and 3 octets are CRC2 code. The safety I/O data includes all communication
data from the F-I/Os and their peripherals, such as remote I/O, light curtains, laser
scanners, and drives. The 1 octet middle section contains the status and control
bytes. In figures 13 and 14 the status and control bytes are presented. It is in these
messages that the fail safe state are requested by the F-Host and acknowledged
by the F-Devices and communication error measures are supervised. The top row
represents the bit order in the octet, middle row gives a trivial explanation to the
function and the bottom row shows the actual signal name in the PROFIsafe stack.
The status byte (figure 13) is contained in every PDU transferred from the field
device (F-Device) to its controller (F-Host). Similarly, the control byte (figure 14) is
included in every PDU sent from the I/O-controller to the field device.

F-Input/Output data Status/Control byte CRC2

Max. 12 octets 1 octet 3 octets

Figure 12: PROFIsafe Safety PDU.
[8, p. 45]
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Figure 13: PROFIsafe status byte.
[8, p. 45]

The status word signals conditions on the field and acknowledgements from the
device to the controller. Bit 0 of the status word is set when the F-Device has
new parameter values assigned. Bit 1 is set by specific device technology firmware.
This bit indicates if a device cannot guarantee safety integrity for its data. This is
triggered by at least two changes in monitoring number without action. The function
is also influenced by the safety layer management’s indication for channel passivation,
which will modify it to request acknowledgement for channel failure. Bit 2 will be set
if the device recognizes a communication fault with the monitoring number, detected
via CRC2 error, or data integrity fault (CRC). Bit 3 indicates if the watchdog timer
is exceeded. Bit 4 is controlled by the FSCP 3/1 protocol layer during start-up and
other F device applications. Bit 5 is the toggle bit the F-Device and F-Host exchange,
mainly to battle incorrect sequence errors. This controls the virtual monitoring
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number in the F-Host. Bit 6 tells the F-Host that the device has reset its monitoring
number. Finally, bit 7 is purely reserved for future needs in FSCP 3/1 releases.

The control word bits differ slightly from the status word. To simplify: this is a
means for the F-Host to convey orders to and monitor the F-Devices on the field.
The contents of the octet are the following. Bit 0 is set by the F-Host if the F-Device
needs the iParameters. Bit 1 signals a request for operator acknowledge. If this bit is
set, the F-Host waits for an acknowledgement from the field device in the status word.
Bit 2 orders a reset of the monitoring number if a communication error is detected
either by the incoming status word or by the F-Host itself. This will be reset after
the error has gone, after which the monitoring number resumes normal operation.
Bit 3 orders the F-Device to extend the watchdog time by a preset amount. This is
used if the controller detects an update process of the safety fieldbus components,
i.e. configuring or maintenance. Bit 4 forces the F-Device to configured or built-in
fail-safe values by activating safety functions. Bit 5 is the corresponding toggle bit
in constant back and forth exchange with the F-Device to keep track of message
sequence. Bit 6 acknowledges the clearance of a signal channel fault in the F-Device.
Bit 7 detects loop-backs from F-Devices.

bit7 bit6 bit5 bit4 bit3 bit2 bit1 bit0

iParameter

assignment

deblocked

Operator

acknowledge

requested

(indication)

Reset

monitoring

number

Use

F_WD_Time_2

(secondary

watchdog)

Fail-safe

values (FV)

to be

activated

Toggle bitOperator

acknowledge

after cleared

channel fault

Reserved or

Loop-back

check ("1")

Loopcheck ChF_Ack Toggle_h activate_FV Use_TO2 R_cons_nr OA_Req iPar_EN

Figure 14: PROFIsafe control byte.
[8, p. 46]

A major setback for the PROFIsafe option is that, according to the device
description by PI, it only allows less than 100 switches in a row, which limits the
cascade size drastically [18, p. 5]. In theory this could be overcome by dividing the
daisy chain into many subnets, making a hybrid topology of a star to multiple daisy
chains. However, this would be a great inconvenience and reduce the simplicity this
functionality update strives for.

4.2 MODBUS TCP/IP & openSAFETY
MODBUS TCP/IP is the Ethernet variant of the commonly used MODBUS RTU
serial communication protocol [19]. It aims to provide vendor-neutral and simple
communication for automation networks. MODBUS works by writing of registers,
which are laid out as tables in devices. These can be written as single discrete bits or
a whole 16-bit register at a time. MODBUS transactions are stateless, which makes
them resilient to disturbances while requiring minimal information from devices to
keep the system online. Where the older serial connection needed special login tokens
to establish a connection-oriented approach, Ethernet offers by nature a two-way
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communication link between devices, which is separately terminated at will. The
reason connection-oriented TCP is used instead of the datagram-oriented UDP is to
track the communication to identify and supervise the network traffic. This enables
wide tolerances and implementation of security features. Figure 15 shows a simplified
representation of the OSI model and how the MODBUS data fits into the Ethernet
data packet. The MODBUS application data is located in the ADU layer, which
represents the three highest layers in the OSI model.

Figure 15: MODBUS data packet over TCP/IP-Ethernet in OSI Model.
[21]

4.2.1 IEC 61784-3-13 openSAFETY

Part 3-13 of the IEC 61784 standard introduces the Functional Safety Communication
Profile (FSCP) 13/1 [10, p. 28]. FSCP 13/1 is commercially known as openSAFETY
and is based on the Communication Profile Family (CPF) 13 developed originally by
Ethernet POWERLINK.

While PROFIsafe is limited to PI products (i.e. PROFINET and PROFIBUS)
openSAFETY strives to be a stand alone safety protocol, which will work with any
existing industrial protocol as black channel, Ethernet or not [26, p. 31]. Safety
communication works by the means of a producer-consumer model, much like the
F-Host-F-Device model in PROFIsafe. Consumers are identified via unique UDID
(Unique Device Identification) numbers, that are comprised of a combination of the
MAC address and the manufacturer’s device number. Prior to the cyclic communica-
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tion start, during the boot-up process, the Safety Network Management (SNMT)
checks the device types and UDID’s to detect field devices on the network. If any
devices have been replaced from last boot-up, the updated parameters are automati-
cally sent to the Safety Nodes (SN). This process can also be integrated into the
Safety Configuration Manager (SCM), which acts as an openSAFETY master on
the network. All parameters are stored in openSAFETY Object Dictionaries (SOD),
which are transferred acyclically to safety nodes using Safety Service Data Objects
(SSDO). After node configuration the cyclic communication commences.

The safety functional requirements for openSAFETY are similar to those of
PROFIsafe [10, p. 30]. General requirements to the extent of SIL 3 support
according to IEC 61508 is applied, and IEC 61784-3 requirements are in affect. Black
channel approach is enforced with no safety dependencies to the CPF 13 profiles.
While the safety communication shall be independent, it should be possible for the
standard and FSCP 13/1 devices to use the same communication channel. Non
safety network infrastructure hardware must allow creation of safety networks and
1023 safety domains, with 1023 safety devices per domain, shall be supported. Safety
message bandwidth must be kept as low as possible with a standard safe state of zero
enforced, unless otherwise stated. FSCP 13/1 consists of the following application
objects:

– Safety Network Management (SNMT),

– Safety Configuration Manager (SCM),

– Safety Service Data Objects (SSDO),

– Safety Object Dictionary (SOD), and

– Safety Process Data Objects (SPDO). [10, p. 33]

The SNMT provides the necessary services for the SCM to configure and verify
the safety nodes on the network, which in turn provides the start-up, parametrization
and other measures to ensure safe operation during the cyclic communication. The
SSDO provides services to access the SOD and supports the SCM. SOD contains the
format and device specific data of the safety devices. The SOD structure comprises
of the following items: index, object, object type, name, data type, category, access,
value range, default value and SPDO mapping. SPDO is the cyclic messages and
provides the safety related process data exchange between the safety nodes. Time
synchronization services are a part of this object.

openSAFETY Process Data Unit (PDU) is contained within the Type 13 APDU
[10, p. 47]. The CP 13/1 PDU may contain many safety PDUs with each one
reflecting a producer-consumer relationship between safety nodes. All PDUs, safety
or not, can be mixed in the APDU structure. There are two different types of basic
safety PDUs: 1-8 octets of payload with an 8 bit CRC and more than 8 octets with a
16 bit CRC. Figure 16 shows a representation of the basic safety PDU for a payload
of 1-8 octets. If a higher payload is used, the octet offset will grow with the use of
CRC16 but the basic principle remains the same. The PDU is split into two parts,
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with the second part’s SPDO and SSDO telegrams coded into a Safety Domain
Number (SDN) with the UDID of the SCM using a logical XOR operation.

ADR ID LE CT(L) DB0 DBn CRC8 ADR ID CT(M) TADR TR DB0 DBn CRC8... .../

PDU part one PDU part two

1 2 3 4 n+4 n+5 n+6 n+7 n+8 n+9 n+10 2n+10

UDID of SCM

SDN

Figure 16: openSAFETY basic safety PDU for 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 payload data.
[10, p. 47]

ADR contains the address of the safety node and is a 10 bit value with a range
of 1 to 1023. This will either be the Safety Address (SADR) of the source (producer)
or destination (consumer) address depending on where the message is originated. In
the second part of the PDU, the SDN will be added. It is this field that the non
safety communication layer uses to route the messages to the right destination. The
rest of the PDU will remain unknown to all but safety applications.

The ID field specifies the PDU type, i.e. SNMT, SPDO, or SSDO, with their
telegram type. The telegram type may be request, response, assigning, or reset in
relation to desired services, like UDID, SADR, data, or time. An example of the ID
field might be "SPDO_Data_with_Time_Request", in with a payload of data is
sent with a request for the internal time value in the destination SN. LE, or length
field, simply states the number of octets within the PDU, anything between the
allowed 0 to 240, and determines the CRC used. CT is the consecutive time field.
This is split into the LSB, sent in PDU part one, and MSB, sent in part two. The
CT field communicates the internal timer value of the SN in case of SPDO and the
SOD access request number in case of SSDO.

The DB0 to DBn fields contain the payload data. A PDU shall support up to
240 octets of payload data within each message. 0 octets may be used in case of time
synchronization services. After the payload the CRC is sent. This is either CRC8 or
CRC16 depending on what the payload is according to the length field and the PDU
type in the ID field. The CRC is calculated over all other fields but the CRC itself.

The second part of the PDU has a couple of additional fields. Firstly, the Time
Request Address Field (TADR) holds the SADR of the SN who is responding to a
time synchronisation request in case of a SPDO, in SSDO and SNMT PDU’s it will
hold the safety source or destination address. Second, there is the Time Request
Distinctive Number field (TR), for which the only function is to distinguish the
message from other request telegrams. Finally, the second part of the PDU is coded
with the UDID of the SCM. The UDID is known for every device and the SN shall
test every message for if the correct UDID has been used for coding.

Table 4 shows safety measures for detecting communication errors in Safety
Process Data Objects (SPDO). SPDOs are used for transmitting safety-critical
process and time synchronization data from producer to consumers. This cyclic
communication is the backbone of the safety communication and answers for the
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majority of messages. SPDO communication is address based and only basic safety
process data units are allowed.

Table 4: Communication errors and detection measures in openSAFETY (cyclic) [10,
p. 30]
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Corruption x x
Unintended repetition x
Incorrect sequence x
Loss x
Unacceptable delay x x
Insertion x
Masquerade x x x x
Addressing x

There are three SPDO telegram types: data only, data with time request and
data with time response. The data only telegram is, as the name suggests, used only
for data transmitting from the producer to consumer. In addition to the payload
data, the PDU will include the producer SN’s address (ADR), telegram type (ID),
payload length (LE) and its current internal timer value (CT). The time request
(TR) and time request address field (TADR) will remain zero.

The time request and response telegrams differ by adding time synchronization
data into the PDU. In these cases the TR and TADR fields come into play. With
the request telegram the TADR will include the address of the SN from which the
information is requested and with the response the TADR field will carry the address
from which the time information is from. The TR will have time request number in
the request telegram that is mirrored back in the response.

Table 5 shows the measures taken for detection of communication errors in acyclic
messages. These messages consist of Safety Service Data Objects (SSDO) and Safety
Network Management (SNMT). The SSDO is used for accessing the Object Directory
(SOD) of an SSDO-Server by an SSDO-Client. The SNMT is implemented by the
Safety Configuration Manager (SCM) and provides services like: UDID request, node
address assignment, communicating state control and node guarding.
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Table 5: Communication errors and detection measures in openSAFETY (acyclic)
[10, p. 31]
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Corruption x x x
Unintended repetition x
Incorrect sequence x
Loss x x
Unacceptable delay x
Insertion x x
Masquerade x x x
Addressing x

There are two different SSDO telegram types: service request and response. The
service request is used to access the SOD of an SSDO server. The request will
include the server SN (ADR), telegram type (ID), payload data length (LE) and an
access request number (CT). The data field will then contain a special SOD access
command with index information of what SOD entry will be accessed. The response
is then sent by the SSDO server to the SSDO client who made the SOD request with
the information that was requested. A more detailed explanation about the SOD
request with bitwise coding is presented in the IEC 61784-3-13 standard on page 57.

The SNMT has multiple configuration management service telegrams: UDID
request/response, SADR assignment/acknowledgement, service request/response and
a reset guarding timeout. The UDID telegrams are used by the SNMT Master to
retrieve UDID information from one specific SNMT Slave. The SADR telegrams are
used to assign safety addresses, along with the safety domain number (SDN), to the
SNMT Slaves. Finally the reset of node guarding time is used for guarding the SN’s
on the SCM. There are extended services to SNMT telegrams, but they are very
much out of scope for this thesis work.

4.3 EtherCAT & FSoE
EtherCAT stands for Ethernet for Control Automation Technology and is a real-time
industrial Ethernet protocol originally developed by Beckhoff Automation [22]. The
EtherCAT protocol can be found as an IEC standard in document IEC 61158. It is
suitable for hard and soft real-time requirements, with focus on short cycle times
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(less than 100µs), low jitter and accurate synchronization (less than 1µs). Shortly
after introduction in 2003, EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) was formed and has
since grown to be the world’s largest industrial Ethernet and fieldbus organization.

The functioning principle is that the EtherCAT master sends a telegram down
the network that passes through each slave device. EtherCAT is unique in the way
that when the frame comes into the slave, the data is picked up into the EtherCAT
application memory and new data is attached to the frame from the so-called mailbox,
that was data processed from the last cycle. New data is then processed and compiled
into the mailbox, waiting for the next message cycle to be pushed into the frame.
This allows EtherCAT to manipulate frames "on the fly", as processing is done
between message cycles and there is no delay to messages moving down the network
due to processing of data. After the last node has processed the telegram, it sends
the message back to the master. It is because of this special operating principle
EtherCAT messages are often referred to as "trains". Communication works with
the master-slave principle, as only the master can send messages to the network,
whereas slaves are only allowed to forward messages. Utilizing the full duplex feature,
EtherCAT’s theoretical effective data rate is

> 90%(2 ∗ 100Mbit/s) (1)
EtherCAT uses the standard Ethernet frame to transfer messages (see figure 17).

Frame identification is done with the Ethernet header’s identifier field (EthernetType),
with the value 0x88A4 reserved for EtherCAT. TCP/IP protocol stacks are not
necessary, unless standard Ethernet frames are needed on the same network, in
which case TCP over EtherCAT should be implemented. During start up the master
configures and identifies the nodes on the network. The EtherCAT header contains
the length of the succeeding datagrams, excluding the Ethernet checksum, one
reserved bit and protocol type.

Ethernet Header

Destination

Ethernet frame

Basic EtherCAT frame Source EthernetType

48 bit 48 bit 16 bit

Ethernet Data FCS

FCSEtherCAT Header

16 bit

Datagrams

44-1498 bit 32 bit

Figure 17: Basic EtherCAT frame.
[23, p. 4]

There may be multiple datagrams, which are divided into datagram header, data
and working counter. The header contains the slave information that the succeeding
data is addressed to, along with type and length information. Type may be read,
write, or both. Each slave will only process the datagrams that are specifically
addressed to it. The datagrams address a specific segment in the address space
reserved for EtherCAT in the slave devices. Address spaces are allocated during
start up by the master. Multiple slaves may share one address space, which allows
communication to multiple slaves through one datagram.

EtherCAT supports almost all network topologies and doesn’t suffer from limi-
tations that arise from cascading switches [22]. Although, ETG recommends using
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branching. EtherCAT supports 65535 devices on the network, like standard Ethernet
devices. It also supports extensive diagnosis functions, accurate synchronization
by means of distributed clocks, error localization and high availability with cable
redundancy.

4.3.1 IEC 61784-3-12 FSoE

Part 3-12 of the IEC 61784 standard introduces the Functional Safety Communication
Profile (FSCP) 12/1 [9, p. 18]. FSCP 12/1 is commercially known as Safety-over-
EtherCAT and is based on the Communication Profile Family (CPF) 12 developed
originally by Beckhoff Automation.

Like PROFIsafe and openSAFETY, also FSoE is based on the master/slave
principle, with one master conducting the safety communication with watchdogs
monitoring the tolerance time on both ends. Where it differs is the underlaying
Ethernet protocol. FSoE uses the "trains" of EtherCAT, whereas PROFIsafe and
openSAFETY utilize more traditional point-to-point Ethernet communication.

Figure 18 shows the construction of a safety message embedded in an EtherCAT
PDU. The cyclic message is transferred on the line by the EtherCAT protocol and
nodes detect a new safety PDU if at least one bit has changed. The length of the
safety PDU is specified in the slave device description and may be 1 or an even
number of octets, with different length output and input data allowed. The maximum
amount of safety data is not restricted outside of the Ethernet standard restrictions,
but for every two octets of safety data, two octets of CRC follow. This limits the
minimum size of a safety PDU with safety data to 6 octets.

Ethernet Header

Header

...EtherCAT Header Datagram1

Data WKC

FCSDatagram2

CMD
SafeData

[0,1]
CRC_0

SafeData

[2,3]
CRC_1 ...

SafeData

[l,k]
CRC_n Conn ID

Figure 18: FSoE safety PDU embedded in EtherCAT frame.
[9, p. 24]

The safety PDU starts with the command, which determines the function of
the PDU. After the command the safety data follows with a new CRC calculation
for every pair of data octets. After all safety data with corresponding redundancy
calculations have been attached, two octets of connection identification ends the
safety PDU. The PDU is then integrated into the EtherCAT datagram, inside the
Ethernet frame.

There is built-in functionality to ensure safety data integrity. Table 6 shows the
detection measures of communication errors in FSoE. Session-number is implemented
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to detect buffering of a complete startup sequence. Sequence numbering detects
interchange, repetition, insertion and loss of messages. A unique connection identi-
fication and address relationship detects misrouted messages. Watchdogs monitor
communication delays and cyclic redundancy checking ensures corruption free data.

Table 6: Communication errors and detection measures in FSoE [10, p. 30]

Communication
errors

Safety measures
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Corruption x
Unintended repetition x x
Incorrect sequence x x
Loss x x x x
Unacceptable delay x x x
Insertion x x
Masquerade x x x
Addressing x
Revolving memory
failures within switches x x

The FSoE communication cycle consists of one message frame initiated by the
master, each slave processing the message, which finally returns to the master. After
receiving the telegram, the FSoE slave checks the integrity of the safety PDU. If
integrity is intact, it transfers the output data to the safety application, calculates
the safety slave PDU for the master and attaches it to the message frame. When
compilation is complete, the FSoE slave starts its watchdog and sends the message
along to the next node, or if it is the last node on the network, back to the master.
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5 Network structure
When planning the safety cascading function, the network structure influences the fit
of the protocol. If a safety protocol is by standard a master/slave and point-to-point
protocol, it will demand extensive amounts of work to certify a product to work
as slave-to-slave. Similarly, one network topology may offer a lighter load on the
network, but cause the response times to grow to the extent that it is not a valid
choice for safety applications. This section compares two logical topologies and
presents theoretical response times and network load a safety cascading function can
be expected to have on an Ethernet based protocol.

5.1 Network topology
Considering the physical topology, the built in switches enable cabling to be flexible.
The devices may be connected with an Ethernet cable in any topology as long as
they are connected in the physical layer and share the same subnet in the data link
layer. However, the principle of cascading is to have the devices connected in a line,
to eliminate resulting complexity and cost from additional switches. Practically this
means a daisy chain considering the physical properties of the devices, as fieldbus
modules have two port switches with incoming and outgoing ports.

In addition to the physical architecture, also the logical topology has to be con-
sidered. In context of safety cascading, there are two practical ways of implementing
it: star (figure 19) or daisy chain (figure 20).

F-Host/

Producer

F-Device/

Consumer

F-Device/

Consumer

F-Device/

Consumer

Figure 19: Star topology network.

The first network logical topology option is the star. In this option, producer-
consumer communication is implemented point-to-point, so that the cascading mes-
sage is sent to each device separately with every consumer sending its response
directly back to the producer. This logical topology has the benefit of complying well
with the PROFIsafe and openSAFETY standards and thus does not need additional
workarounds to satisfy the requirements. The downside of the star is the large
communication load it generates on the network because the physical topology is
a daisy chain. The load is heavy on the whole network but is especially evident in
the beginning of the physical chain, where messages for every consumer need to pass
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through the same switches to reach the later devices. Another theoretical problem
for the star topology is that because the master/producer is one of the drives, a
larger portion of its processing power would be used for compiling and sending safety
cascading messages and decoding responses. This problem could be overcome with
the logical daisy chain.

F-Host/

Producer

F-Device/

Consumer

F-Device/

Consumer

F-Device/

Consumer

Figure 20: Daisy chain network.

The second logical topology option is the daisy chain. This option would instead
of the producer sending a message to each consumer separately, send one message
to the first device in line, which in turn sends the message to the next. When the
message has reached the last device, it sends the response to the original producer.
This topology is significantly easier on network load as there is effectively only one
message moving along the chain to the end before the original producer receives a
response. Compared to the star, the chain would also have a longer response time
as now instead of sending a single message between producer and consumer, the
message will pass through multiple devices before the original message producer
receives a response.

A challenge with the daisy chain is that the producer and consumer safety
addresses are different with each hop. This means that even though the message can
easily be copied and sent along to the next device in the chain, the safety addresses
and naturally the CRC must be recalculated for each producer-consumer relationship,
making every device on the network both a producer and a consumer. Implementing
the network this way would mean that it would need a special implementation of
safety protocol.

5.2 Analysis of network load
To get a sense of how much traffic there would be on the cascade network, the
Ethernet frame size can be calculated. An estimate on how much data will be
transferred in the safety PDU, the same ABB profile will be used as in the FSO-21
modules input user data table (appendix B). This amounts to 8 octets of data
and sits within the smaller PDU frame size of openSAFETY and thus only needs
a CRC8. Placing this value into n in figure 16, the openSAFETY PDU gives us a
total of 26 octets. According to figure 15 the Ethernet frame consists of the following
components:

ETHh + IPh + TCPh + MADU + C (2)
What is not visible in figure 15 is the 20 bytes reserved for the physical layer

data. This consists of the preamble (7 bits), that consists of alternating 1 and 0 bits
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for synchronization purposes, start frame delimiter (1 bit), signaling the start of the
Ethernet frame and an interpacket gap (12 bytes), idle time before sending the next
packet. With these included, the Ethernet frame now looks like:

ETHP HY + ETHh + IPh + TCPh + MADU + C (3)
In which the Ethernet physical layer is 20 bytes, Ethernet header is 14 bytes, IP

header is 20 bytes, TCP header is 20 bytes and the Ethernet checksum is 4 bytes.
The Modbus ADU consists of the MBAP header (Modbus Application Header) and
the PDU including the openSAFETY PDU. Placing these values into the equation
gives us

20 + 14 + 20 + 20 + (MMBAP + MP DU) + 4 (4)
For the Modbus ADU, we have to calculate the size of the header and the combined

size of the Modbus and openSAFETY PDUs. The MBAP header is 7 bytes [21]. The
Modbus PDU includes the safety PDU and thus the combined size is the non-safety
4 bytes needed for register pointers plus the previously calculated 26 bytes for the
safety, bringing the whole Modbus PDU size to 30 bytes.

20 + 14 + 20 + 20 + (7 + 30) + 4 = 115 (5)
Now, knowing the whole Ethernet frame size including the payload data for

Modbus and openSAFETY and that the Ethernet speed is 100Mbit/s, we can
calculate the time it takes for the safety cascading message to be transferred over
Ethernet.

115byte ∗ 8 bit

byte
= 920bit (6)

100Mbit/s

920bit
= 1086951

s
(7)

(1086951
s

)−1 = 0.0000092s = 9.2µs (8)

This value is significant in a daisy chain where our network is routed through every
device. Using standard industrial high speed switches with non-blocking architecture
working at network full capacity it takes the switch a minimum of 9.2µs to forward
the message.

A test was performed to determine how long the response time is for writing
of registers. To validate the test, writing a single value to a holding register over
Modbus and recording it with Wireshark was performed first. The resulting average
response time for writing one single register over Modbus was 0.67ms (see appendix
A). Internal registers in ABB drives are 16 bit, and thus the needed amount for 26
octets is 13 holding registers. After validation of the test we perform cyclic writing of
13 registers and calculate the response time. Writing to 13 registers shows a response
time of 0.93ms, simulating the safety cascading message from producer to consumer.
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Because of the safety protocol, there is an additional delay originating from the
processing of the new safety PDU, including the new addresses and CRC values. This
processing delay is hard to estimate, but an estimation based on the experience of
functional safety development at ABB R&D, is that the additional safety processing
roughly doubles the response time, bringing the total time for sending a safety
cascading message and receiving a response to 1.86ms.

Now, assuming we have 200 devices in a cascade, as per the requirements, and
we want to send the safety cascading message to the last device in the physical chain.
First it must pass through every single switch before being written into the register
of the consumer. After which the consumer will process it, compile a new Ethernet
frame including a new safety PDU and send the response, which will again have
to pass through every switch on the way back. The theoretical response time for
writing to the last device in the physical topology with 200 devices would thus be:

200 ∗ 0.0092ms + 1.86ms + 200 ∗ 0.0092ms = 5.54ms (9)
To compare, in the case of a logical daisy chain, the response time for the whole

message cycle would be

200(0.0092ms + 1.86ms + 0.0092ms) = 375.68ms (10)
When combining a physical daisy chain with a logical star topology, it creates a

problem where the first device in the physical chain has to route all the messages
sent to and from every device. In the example of 200 devices linked in one chain, the
logical star would generate 200 outgoing messages simultaneously to the first switch,
with another 200 incoming messages from all the responding consumers. Because of
the full duplex nature of the switches, the bandwidth is effectively 100Mbit/s in both
directions. According to equation 7, the switch can handle 108695 cascade Ethernet
frames per second, this amounts to a simultaneous load of:

200
108695 ∗ 100 = 0.18% (11)

Again, to compare, if daisy chain was used, the switches would only route one
frame and the theoretical load would be:

1
108695 ∗ 100 = 0.00092% (12)

From this it can be seen that the daisy chain’s network load is much smaller than
the star’s. However, the theoretical load is not very significant in either case and
should not pose a problem for the system.
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6 Results
This far we have looked into the development of functional safety devices, the
requirements and three protocols with different network topologies. In this chapter
we take the information we know and choose the best way to implement the safety
cascading function. To compare the protocols, we must consider the individual
requirements and examine the fit of each.

6.1 Protocol choice
The technical requirements were set for the non-safety protocol to be able to transfer
safety data. The technical requirements were the following:

T1. The fieldbus must support individual addressing.

T2. 8 bytes of payload shall be reserved for safety.

T3. Black channel must support fault correction actions.

T4. The fieldbus protocol must support cyclic communication.

T5. The fieldbus protocol must support acyclic communication.

All of the protocols satisfy these requirements. Ethernet as a default supports
individual addressing (T1) and fault correction (T3). The rest of the items are
supported in all basic Ethernet based fieldbus protocols (T2, T4 & T5). There is a
difference in the cyclic communication (T4) between the protocols though. MODBUS
message cycle is triggered by change, while PROFINET works with a tight cycle
timer and EtherCAT’s trains are fundamentally different from the two others. All of
the protocols are possible to use in the safety cascading function, as the response
time requirement is not very stringent compared to motion control or similar high
availability applications.

Next we examine the application requirements, which are the following:

A1. There should be a possibility to have 200 devices in a safety cascade.

A2. A device may be used in multiple cascading groups simultaneously.

A3. Safety cascading option should not add any expenses to the base configuration.

A4. Safety cascading should not hinder or limit other communication, e.g. PROFINET
communication to higher level control systems should work in parallel.

A5. Safe-torque off should be distributed to all devices in a safety cascade in no
more than 200ms.

A6. Multidrives applications should allow the power, brake and inverter modules
to be linked by a safety cascade allowing the DC-rail to be made dead when
STO is distributed.
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A7. “Not Running” status should be transferred as SIL3.

The application requirements are aimed towards the safety functions, so the
safety protocols are compared while keeping the limitations of the respective black
channels in mind. The first application requirement is size of cascades (A1). While
openSAFETY and FSoE satisfy this requirement, PROFIsafe system description
states, that it only supports a maximum of 100 switches in a row. This is in clear
contradiction with the requirements, as the allowed number of switches is only half
of the required. This is a disadvantage for the PROFINET with PROFIsafe option
and will probably rule it out.

The second requirement states that there shall be a possibility to have multiple
simultaneous cascades in one device. This is only up to the design and none of
the protocols limits the use of simultaneous cascades (A2). The third and fourth
requirement present a problem for FSoE. The unique communication model of
EtherCAT means that standard Ethernet messages cannot be sent over the network
unless special switches are installed. Adding switches to support this would defeat
the purpose of eliminating excessive components (A3). If there is no support for
standard Ethernet messages, there cannot be a PC tool network or the fieldbus
module cannot be accessed through the browser over TCP/IP (A4). FSoE is thus not
suited for the safety cascading function because of limitations in existing products
and tools.

The fifth requirement applies to the response time of the system. This is linked to
network topology and shall be answered with comparison of the two logical network
topologies. Comparing the two logical topologies shows that their strengths lie in
opposite ends of the spectrum.

The star network is more traffic heavy and single modules might become bot-
tlenecks when combined with physical daisy chain topology. It demands that one
device acts as the master and all traffic must move to it or from it. This means that
there is one device which uses a lot more processing power than the other devices on
the network. If processing load could be divided more evenly, the requirements for
the devices would not need to be so stringent, which leads to cheaper components
and production. When one device acts as master, all devices need to be developed
to the same standard, as they are bulk produced drives. The positives are that the
star topology complies with the safety standards and response times from individual
devices are faster. Complying to the standard is a major advantage, as the technology
is much easier to develop and eventually certify. Quicker response times means faster
distribution of safety functions.

Daisy chain’s strengths and weaknesses are the opposite to star’s. It minimizes
the network traffic with only one message moving from device to device, instead
of 200 messages being broadcasted simultaneously. Also the processing is more
evenly distributed, so there is no need for more expensive components. Where the
chain falls short is the response time and adhering to the standard. Equation 10
shows clearly that the message cycle is too long for it to satisfy our application
requirements. Similarly, not adhering to the standard is a flaw that makes daisy
chain an undesirable topology. It is because of these critical shortcomings that the
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star topology is chosen.
The rest of the requirements are design based and are fully supported by the

protocols. Reflecting on the comparison of protocols to the application requirements,
MODBUS and openSAFETY in a logical star topology offer the least compromises
and support each requirement. In the future, if existing tools get EtherCAT support,
FSoE may be a better fit because of its chain communication principle reducing
network load.

6.2 Final concept
For the final concept the star topology will be used. Comparing the findings in
section 5.2, we see that the star is a better fit than daisy chain for MODBUS and
openSAFETY. The physical topology will be a daisy chain to eliminate copper
wiring, switches and make use of the all-in-one nature of bringing multiple application
communication protocols into one Ethernet cable.

The next part will introduce and compile an example safety cascading message
over Ethernet with the MODBUS and openSAFETY protocols. The data in the
PDU’s are such, that the message is being sent from the master to the first device
on the network. The safety payload data is still left unfilled, as it is dependent on
the safety function states in the drives. However, an example of compiling a safety
payload octet is also introduced later. This consequently leads to the CRC not being
correctly calculated as the message frame is not complete.

The MODBUS TCP application’s base protocol is the standard Ethernet frame.
Figure 21 shows the structure of the frame and where the MODBUS application
data will be transferred.

Ethernet Header IP Header TCP Header Application User-Data (ADU)

Figure 21: Structure of the Ethernet frame.

The Ethernet ADU field will carry the MODBUS ADU (figure 22). This consists
of the MBAP header and the MODBUS PDU, which will carry the openSAFETY
safety payload.

Transaction ID Protocol ID Length UnitID FCode Data

MBAP Header Modbus TCP/IP PDU

Modbus TCP/IP ADU

Figure 22: Structure of the MODBUS ADU.
[21]

The MODBUS protocol will only act as a transfer medium with addressing and
will offer a black channel for the openSAFETY safety protocol. The openSAFETY
frames (figure 23) are integrated into the MODBUS PDU data field.
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ADR ID LE CT(L) DB0 DBn CRC8 ADR ID CT(M) TADR TR DB0 DBn CRC8... .../

PDU part one PDU part two

1 2 3 4 n+4 n+5 n+6 n+7 n+8 n+9 n+10 2n+10

UDID of SCM

SDN

Figure 23: openSAFETY basic safety PDU for 0 ≤ n ≤ 8 payload data.
[10, p. 47]

There is 26 octets of safety data that the safety cascading will transfer. Because
ABB drive registers are 16 bit, we will need 13 registers for the safety data. An
example of writing to 13 registers over MODBUS TCP with the safety payload is:

0001: Transaction identifier
0000: Protocol identifier
0020: Message length (bytes to follow)
02: Unit identifier (slave identification)
0A: Function code (write to multiple registers)
0001: Data address of first register
000D: Total number of registers

After the MODBUS header and register pointers are written and the 8 octets
of safety payload data must be compiled into a safety frame. Example of the
openSAFETY PDU write message:

Part one
01: Address field
C8: PDU identification field (SPDO with time request)
08: Length field (payload size)
0F: Consecutive time (Least significant)
??: Payload data 0
??: Payload data 1
??: Payload data 2
??: Payload data 3
??: Payload data 4
??: Payload data 5
??: Payload data 6
??: Payload data 7
D5: CRC-8
Part two
01: Address field
C8: PDU identification field (SPDO)
92: Consecutive time (Most significant)
01: Time request address field (SN SADR)
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01: Time request distinctive number
??: Payload data 0
??: Payload data 1
??: Payload data 2
??: Payload data 3
??: Payload data 4
??: Payload data 5
??: Payload data 6
??: Payload data 7
F9: CRC-8

This amounts to a total of 26 octets for the openSAFETY PDU. This brings the
total size of the Ethernet frame including the MODBUS ADU and openSAFETY
PDU to 115 bytes. This is divided into Ethernet physical layer (20 bytes), Ethernet
header (14 bytes), IP header (20 bytes), TCP header (20 bytes), MODBUS data (11
bytes), openSAFETY data (26 bytes) and Ethernet frame checksum (4 bytes).

The safety payload data is dependent on safety function states. The safety
payload data can be seen in appendix B. An example of octet 0 would be:

0: SLS2_active
1: SLS1_active
0: Reserved
0: Reserved
0: SS1_active
0: SSE_active
0: SBC_active
0: STO_active

This is converted to hexadecimal form for fieldbus data transfer.

01000000 = 0x40 (13)
In this example the SLS1 function is active, which means that the motor speed

is limited to a predetermined speed. If this scenario was true, the value 40 would
be inserted into the openSAFETY PDU’s payload data 0. When all of the safety
payload data is calculated and inserted into the message frame, the CRC can be
calculated before sending. According to the openSAFETY protocol specification the
CRC polynomial for a shorter frame up or equal to 8 bytes is 0x12F, or:

P (x) = x8 + x5 + x3 + x2 + x1 + x0 (14)
Once the CRC has been calculated and added to the openSAFETY PDU, the

UDID is calculated with a logical XOR operation and the message is sent to the first
device on the network, where it will be decoded and processed, recompiled with new
recipient and safety payload data.
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The final protocol choice for the safety cascading function meets all of the require-
ments and will not limit the use of existing ABB products or various control networks.
There was attributes in the other two contenders that were better performing than
the final choice, but they were ultimately ruled out because of critical shortcomings
that contradicted with the requirements. Research and development is by nature
finding the best fit for the preset limits and often demands compromise. A product
that is only average in all areas is in this case better than a high performing protocol
which cannot transfer TCP/IP packages, or a protocol that has extensive development
experience in-house but cannot have more than 100 devices in a cascade.
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7 Summary
The objective of the thesis was to create a concept of a safety cascading function that
satisfies all requirements set for it. The function itself is seen to have potential, but
current implementation of safety cascading is not sufficient enough for effective use.
Previous design choices made Ethernet a natural medium for the new concept. Three
research questions were introduced that measure the success of the thesis. These
concern what the in-house requirements were for the new safety function, finding the
best fitting protocol and how exactly that protocol would be implemented.

The earlier chapters presented standards that are crucial to functional safety
development. If the product shall be certified by a governing body, the safety integrity
must be justified and documentation presented for the entire development of the
product. These standards help the developers document the process while offering
good tools and work practices. When the concept is put into development, these are
the practices that must be implemented in the process.

After establishing the safety development practises, the requirements for a safety
cascading function were studied. These were divided into two: requirements that
are set for the non-safety black channel protocol by the safety and application
requirements that are desired features for the final technology. The application
requirements are more stringent as the base protocol requirements are trivial for
modern Ethernet based industrial networks.

Section 4 studied three specific industrial Ethernet communication protocols with
their corresponding safety counter parts, which were predetermined to have the best
fit for the safety cascading function. These three are PROFINET with PROFIsafe,
MODBUS with openSAFETY and EtherCAT with Safety-over-EtherCAT. Also,
two different network topologies were presented: the star and daisy chain. While
the cascading, because of product design properties, fundamentally determines the
physical topology to be a chain, or branched chain, the logical topology can still be
debated.

After presenting the protocols and network topology options, choices were made
through elimination practices. The three protocols were reflected against the presented
requirements and fit validated. This process yields one protocol that is a better fit
than the others for the specific application in question. This protocol is MODBUS
with openSAFETY. Also, the star is picked for the logical topology because of
adhering to the standard and faster response time.

The final chapter presents the actual concept and how the safety payload data
will be implemented in the openSAFETY PDU, safety into the MODBUS ADU and
finally how it all sits inside the Ethernet frame. Looking back at the three research
questions presented in the beginning, we have: (1.) found the requirements for the
safety cascading, (2.) compared the three protocols and found our best fit through
elimination and (3.) a final concept has been presented. We can thus come to the
conclusion that all three goals were met.

The safety cascading over Ethernet concept will now wait for a decision to be
implemented, after which development can start based on the work done in this
thesis.
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Appendices
A MODBUS response time
The setup for testing the MODBUS response time was the following:

Hardware

• ABB ZCU-12 control board

• ABB FENA-21 Ethernet adapter

• Beckhoff ET2000 industrial Ethernet multichannel probe

Software

• Wireshark 2.4

• Modpoll 3.4

Ethernet cables were routed from the Windows computer through the Beckhoff
probe to the ABB FENA-21 adapter. Modpoll was used as the MODBUS master
on the PC. An additional cable was routed from the PC to the probe uplink to
capture the communication in Wireshark. The probe is necessary to get as accurate
timestamps as possible, as the timestamps recorded by Windows are not reliable to
the microsecond range.

To get a reliable result the response time was calculated as an average of multiple
writes. The cyclic write yielded to 736 Modbus TCP packets. The timestamps from
the probe were located from the recorded packets and added to a separate column.
This allows the calculation of delta time between write and response messages. The
data was then exported to a CSV file and opened in Microsoft Excel. Working with
the data proved to be much easier than using the built in IO Graph function in
Wireshark.

In Excel, the timestamps were converted from hexadecimal to decimal values and
the difference between the register write message and the corresponding response
message was calculated. After the equation was copied to every row and all write-
response delays were obtained, it was trivial to calculate the average from all delta
time values.
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B ABB PS1 F-Input data

Octet Bit Name Description

0

0 SLS2_active SLS2 (Safely limited speed) is active. Active
when the SLS2 function is active and the motor
speed is below the SLS1 limit (that is, when
the SLS2 monitoring is on).

1 SLS1_active SLS1 (Safely-limited speed) is active. Active
when the SLS1 function is active and the motor
speed is below the SLS1 limit (that is, when
the SLS1 monitoring is on).

2 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
3 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
4 SS1_active SS1 (Safe stop 1) is function active.
5 SSE_active SSE (Safe stop emergency) function is active.
6 SBC_active SBC (Safe brake control) function is active.
7 STO_active STO (Safe torque off) function is active.

1

0 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
1 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
2 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
3 Reserved*) The value is 0. Must be ignored by the F-Host.
4 SAR1_active SAR1 (Safe acceleration range) is active.
5 SAR0_active SAR0 (Safe acceleration range) is active.
6 SLS4_active SLS4 (Safely-limited speed) is active. Active

when the SLS4 function is active and the motor
speed is below the SLS4 limit (that is, when
the SLS4 monitoring is on).

7 SLS3_active SLS3 (Safely-limited speed) is active. Active
when the SLS3 function is active and the motor
speed is below the SLS3 limit (that is, when
the SLS3 monitoring is on).

2

0 Speed_feedback_type
Active speed feedback
0=Estimate is active
1=Encoder is active

1 SMS_active SMS (Safe maximum speed) function is active.
2 SSM4_active SSM4 (Safe speed monitor) function is active

and the motor speed is within the SSM4 limits.
3 SSM3_active SSM3 (Safe speed monitor) function is active

and the motor speed is within the SSM3 limits.
4 SSM2_active SSM2 (Safe speed monitor) function is active

and the motor speed is within the SSM2 limits.
5 SSM1_active SSM1 (Safe speed monitor) function is active

and the motor speed is within the SSM1 limits.
6 SDI_N_active SDI_N (Safe direction) is active.
7 SDI_P_active SDI_P (Safe direction) is active.
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Octet Bit Name Description

3

0 Safe_input_X114_4 State of the safe input X114:4.
1 Safe_input_X114_3 State of the safe input X114:3.
2 Safe_input_X114_2 State of the safe input X114:2.
3 Safe_input_X114_1 State of the safe input X114:1.
4 Safe_input_X113_4 State of the safe input X113:4.
5 Safe_input_X113_3 State of the safe input X113:3.
6 Safe_input_X113_2 State of the safe input X113:2.
7 Safe_input_X113_1 State of the safe input X113:1.

4

0 Variable_SLS_active Variable SLS (Safely-limited speed) is active.
Active when the Variable SLS function is active
and the motor speed is below the Variable SLS
limit (that is, when the Variable SLS monitor-
ing is on).

1 POUS_active POUS (Prevention of unexpected start-up)
function is active.

2 Safe_output_X114_9 State of the safe output X114:9.
3 Safe_output_X114_8 State of the safe output X114:8.
4 Safe_output_X114_7 State of the safe output X114:7.
5 Safe_output_X114_6 State of the safe output X114:6.
6 Safe_output_X114_5 State of the safe output X114:5.
7 Safe_output_X114_4 State of the safe output X114:4.

5

0 SF_end_ack_req Safety function ending acknowledgement re-
quested = 1, no acknowledgement requested =
0.

1 SF_end_ack_req_local Local safety function ending acknowledgement
requested = 1, no acknowledgement requested
= 0. Acknowledgement can only be done locally
via the I/O if SF_end_ack_req is 0.

2 STO_control_active The drive STO circuit is open. Note: The
motor may still be rotating.

3 Speed_value_valid Is the speed value valid (= 1) or not (= 0).
The speed value is defined in octets 6 and 7.

4 FSO_state Safe state = 1
Operational state = 0

5 FSO_mode.0 *Depends on safety operating mode, see FSO-21
manual.6 FSO_mode.1

7 Modulating The drive is modulating = 1
The drive is not modulating = 0

6 Safe_speed_MSB The current motor speed value (LSB).
7 Safe_speed_LSB The current motor speed value (MSB).

*) The safety producer must ignore the value of the reserved bits. This ensures the
compatibility with future versions.
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